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at Chatsworth

Foreword

William Scott
Upright Abstract 1957
[no.33]

When the Duke persuaded us to exhibit our collection we were delighted that it
would be enjoyed by Chatsworth’s many visitors, and especially as this is the first
time it has been shown. There are many people to thank in a such a pleasurable
project such as this. First and foremost we are very grateful to the Duke and Duchess
for giving us this unique opportunity to show the collection in such magnificent
surroundings, and for all the help, encouragement and assistance that has been
offered by the Chatsworth team. And a special thanks goes to our friend of many
years Howard Jacobson, who has written the Introduction to this catalogue.
The exhibition has been curated by Robert Upstone, who has worked closely
with us to select and develop the show. At Chatsworth we must thank particularly
Matthew Hirst, Hannah Obee and Ciara Gallagher. Our own team at Initial Access,
Maggie Firman, Leonie Siroky and Paul Manessah, who care for the collection,
have worked tirelessly to coordinate the project. Robert Dalrymple has designed
the catalogue.
This exhibition represents forty years of collecting and forty years also of
our marriage, and the passion we share for Modern British art. Each work means
something special to us and has its own story. We hope you enjoy the exhibition.
Frank & Cherryl Cohen
March 2012

Introduction
Howard Jacobson

‘NO, CHERRYL, NO!’ Frank Cohen shouts, hurling himself across the room and
interposing himself between his wife and the elegant bottle of mineral water she is
about to take from the sideboard. Though we are eating barbecued Middle Eastern
food in the kitchen of the Cohens’ Wilmslow home – the door open to their garden,
in the distance, beyond the sculptured pieces, a dreamy view of Alderley Edge,
home to wood warblers, brown long-eared bats, and footballers’ wives – it as though
we have suddenly been transported into a Jacobean tragedy. We let out a collective
gasp, assuming that had Frank not acted in time, Cherryl would have drunk from a
poisoned chalice. ‘No, Cherryl,’ Frank says again, ‘that’s a limited edition!’
Unperturbed, Cherryl reaches for a diff erent bottle.
It tells you something about how closely the Cohens live with the precious
objects they own, that they might at any moment be in danger of ingesting a work of
art. It also tells you something about the nature of their relationship that it should
be Frank who does the worrying and, so to speak, the mental archiving. Cherryl’s
connection to what they own is more relaxed and equable. ‘Careful,’ Frank says,
seeing Cherryl approaching one of his favourite sculptures. ‘Don’t be silly,’ she tells
him. ‘I’m the one who dusts it.’
Cherryl doesn’t look like a duster. But then dusting is just a way of speaking.
The word encompasses the passion the Cohens share and Cherryl’s particular part
in it. It’s she, if you like, who curates the house, not simply in the sense of hanging
the work – though it’s thanks to her unobtrusive skills that you aren’t overawed as
you walk past a Bomberg on the way to the bathroom – but in the very way they buy.
They have chosen and bought together from the start, ‘Though it’s Frank who has
the knowledge,’ Cherryl says. ‘We have the same eye, but Frank has knowledge.’
They smile at each other over that. Frank is happy to be known as the one with the
knowledge, and Cherryl is happy to concede it to him, so long as the history of their
collecting together doesn’t get lost in all the knowing. (‘Did I buy this piece before I
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met you?’ he asks her at one point in their showing me around. ‘You were a market
trader before you met me!’ she reminds him.)
Frank’s wanting to know goes back to his earliest years. It is an accompaniment
to his collecting mania – ‘I always had it: cigarette cards, coins, toy soldiers, jukeboxes’ – and now Modern British Art: Edward Burra, Lowry, Kenneth Armitage,
William Roberts, etc. ‘It’s like a disease, collecting,’ he says, the disease consisting
not simply of needing to own, but to master. ‘If I find an artist I like, I buy every piece
I can find.’ And of every piece he does buy he cherishes all there is to know – its story,
its provenance, its position in the market, and the history of his own relation to it.
He points to a Harry Epworth Allen oil on canvas – Funeral in Connaught [no.4]. ‘I
bought this in Bakewell, two or three years ago, on a tip from the Duke.’
Since the show of Modern British Masters he and Cherryl are putting together
is for the Duke and Duchess of Devonshire’s Chatsworth home, he assumes I know
which Duke he’s talking about.
As with all serious collectors, the story of how he came by a work matters almost
as much as the work itself. But the Harry Epworth Allen has a particular appeal. ‘I
like funerals,’ he admits, ‘I like crucifixions. I have a thing about death.’
What collector doesn’t? But maybe Frank’s ‘thing about death’ exceeds the
normal fears against which we amass what stores we can, and is the consequence,
in part of, of growing up poor and vulnerable on the borders of Jewish Manchester
and Jewish Salford, and having to make his own way in the world, financially and
culturally. I knew him in those days. He was a Manchester character, a young man
about town. He worked for my father for a while, selling fancy goods on markets
in Liverpool and North Wales – ‘He was good at working the edge,’ my father used
to say of him, meaning he was good at pulling in a crowd and entertaining it – and
later started his own retail wallpaper, paint and home improvements business. ‘We
managed to get our hands on Vymura with a moire stripe, and sell it at a discount.
We were the first to do that.’ I try to picture what Vymura with a moire stripe looks
like. ‘Embossed. It made a squeaking noise which grated on you, like chalk on a
blackboard, when you ran your finger down it,’ Frank, or is it Cherryl, says. It doesn’t
matter which: they remember these early days with an equally amused fondness. As
with their collection, so with their past. It’s a joint ownership.
And they don’t see those years as culturally benighted. They were starting out,
that was all. I admire their unembarrassment, the absence in them both of any sense
of breaking through and seeing the light. For them, art is homogeneous with the life
they’ve always lived together.

Frank had moved into a shop – The Home Improvement Company – in the market centre in Manchester when Cherryl entered his life. ‘To cut a long story three
ways,’ Frank begins, but Cherryl wants to cut it her way. She was sixteen and found a
summer job working in Frank’s shop. It was meant to be for just six weeks. Her own
background had more art in it than his did. Her mother taught art, her father, Jack,
who represented Tretchikoff, was ‘Master of the Fine Art Guild’. He manufactured
mirrors and installed spinning mirrorflex globes and glass dance floors in ballrooms
throughout the north. Frank, as I remember him as a boy, was a great talker: what
we called a spieler in the part of Manchester we grew up in. And Cherryl had the
sparkle of ballrooms in her eyes. So they dazzled each other.
‘He wore mohair suits,’ Cherryl recalls.
I wait to hear what’s wrong with wearing suits.
Nothing, but she was a student who wore jeans. All people her age wore jeans.
And here was Frank, more than a little stiff, to her eye, in a mohair suit. ‘And driving
a bronze Zodiac Executive.’
I wait to hear what’s wrong with a bronze Zodiac Executive.
Too flashy. Too loud. ‘All body and no engine,’ Cherryl remembers. She, they both
want me to know, was always the more elegant, more conservative of the two.
‘To cut a long story three ways,’ Frank interrupts, putting the car, at least, behind
him, but it’s Cherryl I want to hear. This is the part of the story that fascinates me:
how Frankie Cohen the gaff-worker with no training in the fine arts became Frank
Cohen the distinguished art collector – such a long and arduous and yes, unexpected,
road for him to have taken. How, to begin with, did Cherryl’s widely-travelled, artguild father cope with her going out with this Vymura-selling, Zodiac-driving wideboy from the wrong side of the tracks?
‘By getting me to buy a signed Lowry print every time I drove round to pick
her up.’
Cherryl fills out the details. ‘He thought he was a wheeler-dealer, too old and not
suitable for me!’
Someone more raw about his background might have bridled at that. But Frank
laughs, agreeing with the judgement. ‘It’s true,’ he says. Meaning it’s true that that
was what Cherryl’s father thought and it’s true that that was what Frank was.
It was those Lowry prints that Cherryl’s father got him to buy that hooked
him. Enter the Collector. Unsatisfied with mere prints, he now wanted an original.
‘Wendy Bridgeman, who knew Lowry and published a number of limited editions of
his work, sold me a real Lowry the size of a postcard, called Our Family, for eleven
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hundred pounds.’ He is animated, remembering that purchase. ‘I wanted something
of value,’ he says, but feels he can improve on that word. ‘Important,’ he says at last.
‘I wanted something important.’
‘What he really wanted,’ Cherryl says, as though she understands better than
anyone the impulse that drove and still drives him, ‘was to search out the best. My
father took us as children three times a year from the age of eight to Florence, and
therefore I was brought up appreciating art. Frank got a taste. He got addicted. He
wanted to get to the source.’
She isn’t saying she taught him all he knows, but she does speak sometimes
as his intellectual midwife. ‘I led him,’ she says. But clearly he was eager to follow.
Florence, Paris, Rome – the cities she was familiar with and he wasn’t. ‘Until me
all he knew was Torremolinos.’ But she accepts they had much to learn from each
other. ‘He taught me street life,’ she says.
It was she who got the local architect Frazer Crane to design their house – making stipulations as to space and light, as though she knew well in advance what sort
of house they would need not only for how they were going to live but for what they
were going to buy. He left it to her. He did the earning, she made their home.
In 1972 they married. They didn’t honeymoon in Torremolinos. ‘On a visit to
London,’ Frank recollects, ‘we walked into the Waddington Gallery on Cork Street
and saw a Jim Dine on the wall. Leslie Waddington said “You want to buy this?” I
asked how much and offered to give him a little Elizabeth Frink – almost all the art I
owned then – as part payment. We shook on it then I confessed I had no money. “Pay
me when you can,” Leslie said. That was the beginning of a friendship.’
And the beginning of the serious collecting.
He laughs about the modesty of it all, financially. ‘Everything I bought then was
on the drip.’ (It wasn’t until 1997 that he sold his home improvement business and
was able to become a big hitter and buy for cash.)
But aesthetically he was aiming high from the start. ‘After Lowry, the next best
painter I wanted to look at was Edward Burra.’
Though they bought together, Cherryl credits Frank with being the more adventurous. She led, but he then took them where her more conservative taste would not
have. Edward Burra is a case in point.
‘Frank introduced me to Burra,’ she says. She makes it sound so intimate, so not
a matter of art-world preciosity, that I imagine the introduction as a social thing, the
three of them shaking hands – ‘Cherryl, this is Edward.’
Frank is voluble about Burra, ‘the uncategorisable English surrealist, utterly

individual. After Stanley Spencer I think Burra is the next great British artist. You
know his water colours are more vibrant than other artists’ oils … . He saw life in the
raw. He paints the streets, how I grew up, my mentality.’
One of the Burras Frank owns is Fish Stall, Glasgow [no.11]. A watercolour on
paper, vibrant indeed. It’s a wonderful painting, the woman fileting the fish heavyhipped and broad-shouldered, as strong as a wrestler, the shoppers otherworldly, as
though the simple task of buying is a dark art. Change Glasgow to Manchester and
fish to wallpaper and its Frank’s world.
Burra loved rendering what people do. Even in Striptease, Harlem, another in
Frank’s collection [no.10], the waiter balancing his tray is as central to the painting,
as much part of the entertainment, as the stripper.
And here, I come to see, is part of the secret of his collection and the passions
that feed it, and part of the answer to the question I keep asking: how Frank got from
where he was to where he is. He has kept the faith with his own origins and temperament. He doesn’t see himself as having broken through or seen the light. The art
he cares for does not sever any connections with the world he once inhabited.
Adam Verver, the fabulously wealthy American art collector in Henry James
great novel of love, aesthetics and possession, The Golden Bowl, looks back on his
early lapses of taste with a cruel fastidiousness that takes in not only his inexperienced self but those whose influence led him into that ‘wilderness of mere mistakes’
in which, ‘before his sense was unsealed’, he mistook ‘futilities, enormities, depravities of decoration’ for loveliness. Nothing could be further from Frank Cohen’s
sense of continuity. There were no wildernesses of mistakes, no depravities of taste,
no sense of judgement or discernment that needed to be unsealed.
‘I like individuals, I like people,’ he tells me, as we look at Stanley Spencer’s
Christ Preaching at Cookham Regatta: Conversation Between Punts [no.13]. That
wonderful painting, here on Frank and Cherryl’s wall! ‘I can be as relaxed with
locals in the pub as with hedge-fund guys,’ he goes on. ‘Francis Bacon felt more comfortable with working-class people. Lucian Freud, too … I’m a very ordinary person
at the end of the day.’ And that unabashed ordinariness in the contemplation of art,
no matter that what he likes is ordinariness wrought to genius, describes the spirit
in which he has always collected. ‘Have you ever bought anything you didn’t like?’ I
ask him, wondering what part speculation has played in his buying. ‘No,’ he answers
firmly,’ ‘I couldn’t bring myself to it.’
When I ask him to name the work he is most glad he bought, he hesitates. ‘What’s
that word,’ he muses, ‘for thinking it’s not right to have a preference?’ We decide on
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‘invidious’. But eventually I get him to admit that of the work going into the show
at Chatsworth his favourite is Lowry’s haunting Father and Two Sons [no.21]. And
that’s not a wholly aesthetic preference. ‘I bought it the day I sold my business,’ he
says. ‘It was the most I’d ever paid for a painting. I was very excited. I knew it was a
classic and I felt it got me back to my old enthusiasm for Modern British art.’
‘Back’ meaning back from the Contemporary. When he last showed me his recent
acquisitions, six or seven years ago, they were primarily works by Young British
Artists , fripperies and whimsicalities of minimalism, as many of them seemed to
me, that did not merit the love both he and Cherryl lavished on them. When I note
the paint and figuration that dominate his collection now, he doesn’t beat about the
bush. ‘I went off the rails,’ he says, without apology or embarrassment. In the excitement of the passing moment, didn’t everybody else, after all, go off the rails?
‘In the beginning I went for Modern British,’ he says. ‘They were my real passion. The Stanley Spencers, the Lowrys, the William Robertses, the Burras. But
there was no enthusiasm for them. A lot of the work was in private collections
where you couldn’t see it. The artists themselves were dead. You could buy on the
secondary markets. There were no shows, no razamataz. So’ – he shrugs, assuming
I understand the practical considerations that will always play a part in the business he is in, and why a bit of razamataz is not something you can turn your nose up
at – ‘to cut a long story three ways, I went into contemporary. The artists were living.
There was an excitement. There were parties … ’
‘And razamataz?’
He laughs. He is an inveterate, infectious laugher. ‘Yeah. The buzz was there.
And I wanted to be a part of it.’
‘So what made you change back?’
‘The whole world has gone Contemporary mad. It overloads the brain. There
are too many artists or would-be artists out there. Everybody wants to be an artist.
Everybody’s mail-shotting me, telling me about the latest sensation. I wanted to
steady the boat and go back to my roots. I felt that the artists I liked were underscrutinised and the market for them was undervalued – an area of wonderful artists that
weren’t getting enough notice. Here were serious artists being ignored while kids
who were barely out of art college … look, it was all exciting but it was also ridiculous, overpriced and overvalued.’
He isn’t out of the Contemporary altogether. He stores the bulk of his collection in what he is happy to call ‘sheds’ on an industrial estate just outside Wolver
hampton. Here, in a space big enough to park a Jumbo jet, he puts on shows of young

or international artists he has just bought. The day I’m there he is showing work
by the John M. Armleder, Rashid Johnson and Dirk Skreber – a Swiss, an African
American and a German. Amleder’s in his middle sixties, Johnson in his early thirties. It’s the kind of eclectic show, challenging and of the moment, you’d expect to
find in the Arsenale during the Venice Biennale. In recent months he has mounted
exhibitions of modern Indian and Chinese art. How people get here to see the work,
in the middle of nowhere it seems to me, I don’t know, but they do. Frank shows me
the guest book, listing distinguished visitors, including the Duke, to prove it. It’s
hard not to feel that he is making a political point with these exhibitions, showing
the British provincial galleries what they’re missing. He is now a public institution
himself – the size and variety of his collection on the grandest scale. It’s one thing to
see a selection of what he owns in the quiet domesticity of Wilmslow, but it’s here,
in his sheds, that you take the full measure of his influence.
He takes me around, just the tiniest bit amazed himself by what he’s achieved,
pulling out a Hoyland and an Alan Davie, pointing to the crated Collishaws and
Tracey Emin, Farhad Moshiri, Takashi Murakami, and yes, an Ai Weiwei. ‘Every
country in the world I’m bringing art in from,’ he says, surveying it all, like Cortez.
But he is too self-deprecating to make a conqueror. The small things still amuse
him – the fact that Damien Hirst has signed the light switches, that his collection
of Sotheby catalogues is so extensive that they sometimes ring him to check the
details of auctions passed, and that he is still in a shed. ‘It’s like an extension of my
old business,’ he laughs. ‘All my Home Improvement sites were in sheds on industrial estates. So it’s not difficult for me to show art here – it’s no different from what I
always did. Different product, yes. Instead of wallpaper, it’s contemporary art.’
He deliberately sells himself short. The Cohens’ children, Georgina and
Adam, work severally for Gagosian in London and New York. They are not selling wallpaper. And when we look at a slide-show of the work that will be going to
Chatsworth, those Burras, a wonderfully interiorised and contemplative Portrait
of Father [no.24] by Leon Kossoff, some glowing early Hoylands, three or four
canvasses by William Roberts, a troglodytic bronze by Jock McFadyen, a Christ
at Cookham Stanley Spencer to die for, a couple of Auerbachs, a Bomberg, a Harry
Epworth Allen, and countless more works by British artists of the highest distinction, I feel Frank burning up beside me with a passion which I realise he is reluctant
to put into words, so intense is it.
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1 Walter Sickert The New Bedford 1915
Tempera on canvas · 167.6 x 117 cm

2 Matthew Smith Connie Martin 1915
Oil on canvas · 78.8 x 63.5 cm

3 David Bomberg Family Bereavement 1913
Charcoal · 55.5 x 47 cm

4 Harry Epworth Allen Funeral in Connaught 1937
Oil on canvas · 64 x 76 cm

5 Edward Burra The Tram 1927–29
Watercolour · 59.1 x 38.7 cm

6 Edward Burra Tea-Leaves Overboard 1932
Watercolour, ink and gouache · 56 x 75 cm

7 William Roberts Discussion in a Café (The Restaurant) 1929
Oil on canvas · 50.5 x 40.5 cm

8 William Roberts Primrose Hill, The Playground c.1930
Oil on canvas · 105.5 x 132 cm

9 William Roberts Masks 1932
Oil on canvas · 102 x 127 cm

10 Edward Burra Striptease, Harlem c.1934
Watercolour and gouache on paper · 77 x 40 cm

11 Edward Burra Fish Stall, Glasgow c.1949
Watercolour on paper · 48.3 x 61 cm

12 John Minton Cornish Coast 1945
Oil on canvas · 50.8 x 61 cm

13 Stanley Spencer Christ Preaching at Cookham Regatta:
Conversation between Punts 1955
Oil on canvas · 106.7 x 91.5 cm

14 Reg Butler Girl with a Surfboard 1948
Bronze · 33 x 13 x 12.5 cm
Edition of four

15 Kenneth Armitage Standing Figure 1954
Bronze, black patina · 80.3 x 17.5 x 12.2 cm
Edition of six

16 Reg Butler
Manipulator 1954
Bronze · 177.8 x 71 x 46 cm
Edition of six

17 Lynn Chadwick Iron Sculpture 1953
Iron and copper · 56 x 36 x 40 cm

18 Kenneth Armitage Figure Lying on its Side (Version V) 1957
Bronze · 39.5 x 84 x 23 cm

19 George Fullard Mother and Child 1958
Bronze · 58.5 x 17 x 12.7 cm
Edition of two

20 George Fullard Falling Woman (3)
Bronze · including base 28 x 42 x 28 cm

21 L.S. Lowry Father and Two Sons 1952
Oil on canvas · 76.2 x 110.6 cm

22 L.S. Lowry Portrait of a Young Man 1955
Oil on canvas · 30.5 x 20.3 cm

23 Frank Auerbach Summer Building Site (Earl’s Court Road) 1952
Oil on board · 76.2 x 105.4 cm

24 Leon Kossoff Portrait of Father No. 2 1972
Oil on board · 152.4 x 91.4 cm

25 Leon Kossoff Outside Kilburn Underground Station 1984
Oil on board · 198 x 213 cm

26 Frank Auerbach Head of William Feaver 2010
Oil on canvas · 61.3 x 56.6 cm

27 Paula Rego School for Little Witches 2009
Pastel, conté and charcoal on paper · 154 x 122 cm

28 Edouardo Paolozzi Bronze Man c.1950
Bronze · including base 46 x 30 x 13 cm

29 William Turnbull Head 1 1955
Bronze · including base: 17.8 x 19 x 14 cm
Edition of four

30 William Turnbull Mask 2 1979
Bronze · including base 36 x 25.7 x 11.5 cm
Edition of nine

31 Alan Davie Flag Dream No.1 1957
Oil on board · 152.5 x 198 cm

32 William Scott Still Life 1957
Oil on canvas · 40.6 x 50.8 cm

33 William Scott Upright Abstract 1957
Oil on canvas · 167.6 x 101.6 cm

34 Peter Lanyon Climb Out August 1964 1964
Oil on canvas, plastic & wood · 121.9 x 182.9 cm

35 John Hoyland (Untitled) 7.10.64 1964
Acrylic on canvas · 174.5 x 174.5 cm

36 Patrick Heron Rumbold Vertical Three:
Orange Disc in Scarlet with Green: July 1970
Oil on canvas · 198.1 x 121.9 cm

37 Joe Tilson Vowels 1970
Paper collage · 77.5 x 54.5 cm

38 William Turnbull Head 2 1992
Bronze · including base 40 x 17.8 x 17 cm
Edition of six and one artist’s cast

39 Jock McFadyen On Looker 1990
Bronze · 32 x 19 x 11 cm · Artist’s cast

40 Stuart Pearson Wright Middlesbrough 1999
Oil on linen · 40.5 x 30.5 cm

Frank and Cherryl Cohen in conversation
with Robert Upstone

Robert Upstone: When did you start collecting and who
was the first artist you bought?
Frank Cohen: The first major painting I bought was a small
postcard-sized Lowry called Our Family, and it was the size
literally of a post card. That was probably in about 1978.
Tell me about Lowry, why did you choose Lowry?
Cherryl Cohen: We started collecting because when we got
married in 1972 my father was an art dealer, and he introduced us – not physically – to Lowry, and we bought this piece
first and then we bought another Lowry, and we wanted to
meet him. So we took it upon ourselves to take the painting
with us and we went up to Mottram in Longendale and we
knocked on the door, with the painting. It was about 6 o’clock in
the evening after Frank had come home from work, and Lowry
opened the door and said ‘I’ve not seen that for a long time!
Come in’, and we sat in his front room and we chatted, he was
very amenable, very normal, very nice, very natural …
And very funny. He had a great sense of humour. I wanted to
see what other pictures he had but quite frankly he wasn’t ready
to take us round the house. He said ‘I’ve just got to take this in
the back room’, so I said to him ‘Do you want a lift?’ and he said
‘If I wanted a lift I’d have asked Pickfords’. He knew everybody,
he was as clever as they come and he looked just like he looked
in his paintings with his grey hair and his suit, he was just a joy
to be with, very easy to get along with, a lovely guy.

Edward Burra: detail of the drawing on
the back of The Tram [no.5]
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And as we left he said ‘Do call again’.
Is that part of it, do you like it when you can meet artists
and have a friendship with them?
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Well, it’s a difficult one, that: not necessarily. Some artists are
very easy to talk to. But other artists are more difficult, dark
and deep, and I think getting to know them is quite difficult.
For instance there are some contemporary artists I’ve met
over the years who are hard work. And I’ve met others that
are fantastic. So it depends really, it’s like life. I find that a lot
of them don’t really want to talk about their work.
I find that all the artists we’ve actually met really appreciate
collectors who are interested in their work and they’ve always
been very friendly and very open – and very charming. With
every artist we’ve come upon and bought works, we’ve always
tried to make contact and have either taken them out for
lunch or gone to their home and they’ve been a delight. And
it really gives an insight into their work. You want to try and
understand what the artist is about so you can see how it’s
represented on the canvas. Obviously each artist has a complex
life, but the ones we’ve been very fortunate to have collected
and to have met, it has really helped us understand their work
and also to want to buy more.
I’ve always tried to contact the artist, and to study their work,
I’ve always wanted to know the back ground to the work and
understand it.
Often we’ve gone not to buy work but to meet the artist and to
try and understand them.
From very early days I’ve always had my eye focused on
certain artists that I’ve liked. And I’ll tell you a very strange
thing, I had a big collection of Norman Blameys, and The
Fine Art Society drove me mad to buy them all because they
were doing an exhibition. And one of my only regrets was
that I sold them to The Fine Art Society! I didn’t need to.

We went to lunch at Norman Blamey’s, he lived in Swiss
Cottage with his wife and his son, and we met them a few
times. It was quite fascinating, it’s making these personal
relationships with the artist that really does help you to get a
fuller, deeper understanding of just how they see life and then
portray that on the canvas.
And another thing is that in the early days I went into the
Lefevre Gallery in Bruton Street because I knew they were
the Burra dealers and also they were Lowry dealers and I was
interested. And I bought my first Edward Burras from the
Lefevre Gallery and I’ve followed him ever since. In the 70s,
remember, people weren’t buying Burra.
That’s interesting because one of the things I’ve noticed
with the works you’ve collected is that often you’ve been
ahead of the game.
I always thought these were great artists and the day of
reckoning would come for them, and it has come. Mind you
it’s taken them 40 years. Now they’re all being appreciated
Stanley Spencer, Edward Burra, William Roberts. Lowry was
ok at the time, but now there was a £7m Lowry in the auction
house last night.
Leslie Waddington introduced us to Turnbull, we’ve got a
great relationship with Leslie and through the years we’ve
always collected works by artists that he’s had. We bought a
marvellous piece out of William Turnbull’s garden, which we
have now in ours. He’s a lovely man and I love his work, and a
very attractive man as well. He’s also another artist we started
collecting early on.
What do you look for in a picture, is it quality, is it
some sort of expressive content? Is it one thing or is it
many things?
I’ll tell you what I look for, as you can see I’m very into figurative works, so I like life in the raw really. I like to see things
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like in my Reginald Brill picture of builders and workers
with flat caps [opposite]. Edward Burra’s really about street
life, going into seedy bars; he liked to mix with low life. To be
honest, it’s like me coming from my background, and working on the markets. Lowry, I grew up round the area where
he painted all the people coming out of the mills and market
stalls. I also like abstract painters like Ivon Hitchens and
Peter Lanyon. But the English abstract artists never quite
made it in the same way as the Americans, and to me they
still haven’t taken off. Hopefully one day Alan Davie will
be the one who’ll make the grade. So we’re waiting for the
British abstract artists to break through the barriers.
Looking at all the things that you’ve collected they seem
to relate back to that sort of ‘real life’ of Lowry and Burra,
there’s anf engagement with a certain kind of native
Britishness. When we look at those people in Burras we
know them and recognise them.
We recognise them, but it’s also how he depicts them. They’re
amusing, and dark as well at the same time. I like Bomberg
– he’s brilliant. He was influenced by Sickert. I never understood Sickert until recently and I bought his New Bedford
picture [no.1]. So instead of going forward I’ve gone backward
a bit by buying people like Sickert, Gore and Bevan, Ginner
and Gilman. I’d never thought of these being available.
With the Camden Town Group there’s also an engagement with everyday life.
Exactly. Sickert was interested in hookers, and Bevan was
interested in people at the horse markets. I don’t think I
would call it intellectual in a sense, as they were painting
things that were there. Whereas you do get intellectual
artists, who are painting things that are deeper. The contemporary artists are more intellectual. They’re no more talented
but they’re about painting ideas and concepts. Whereas I
think with Lowry or Burra, as I say they painted life in the
Reginald Brill Rural Road Works 1954
Oil on canvas · 218.4cm x 148.5cm
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raw, there was no conceptual aspect to it. In the early days
I knew what I wanted, but I couldn’t afford it, and many times
I’ve stretched myself to go for things.
But in the beginning we really didn’t know, apart from my
background. When we saw things it was a visual thing and
you want to learn about the art. And Frank spent every living
moment reading about the history of art.
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I started getting art auction catalogues as early as 1972. In the
early days I was collecting coins. Every single coin catalogue.
Had collecting always been an interest?
Yes, I’ve always been a collector. As a kid I collected cigarette cards and cigarette packets. And coins was then a big
thing. I had one of the biggest pettern coin collections in
England. A pattern coin is a coin that never gets minted. You
can go to the Royal Mint and for every coin that gets minted
there’s 5 or 6 that are just patterns, but they do get struck
off. The Queen used to get one and the Victoria and Albert
Museum another, but a few were sold to specialised dealers
and those were the coins I collected. They were very, very
rare and struck in silver, gold, barton’s metal, copper, lead,
platinum. There were pennies made in gold. You could
buy an old penny made in gold and if you had one today it
would probably be worth £500,000 or a million. There were
very few.
How did you find them?
I started collecting when I went to the cinema in Manchester.
I was 14 or 15. And I gave them half a crown and they gave
me an old Victorian penny in the change. I didn’t know what
it was. There was a numismatist next door and they gave me
half a crown for the penny [30 pennies]. So I thought this
was a good thing and I started to learn about coins. I found
an expert who was very good on pattern coins. In those days
there was no money in them – £25 or £50 but that was a lot

of dough then. I built up one of the biggest collections. They
were proof coins. I learnt a lot about history. I knew every
king and queen from Elizabeth I from collecting.
In the meantime you’d met me, and we decided we wanted to
start collecting art, and the only way we could do that was by
selling the coin collection.
I’m upset I sold the coins because today they would have
been worth millions and millions of pounds.
But it was a natural progression and it was the coin collection
that allowed us to collect art.
There’s two of you so how do you decide what to collect?
Its evolved over time. We met when I was 16 and still at school.
Even though my father introduced Frank to art, he was
passionate about it. And Frank wanted to learn everything
about it and took it a stage further doing all the research on
the artists. I’d go with him and we’d make a joint decision.
Its always a joint decision. But Frank will ask me to pick out
which painting or sculpture I like, and we always choose the
same. We have the same eye. I won’t have anything in my
home unless I love it. It enriches our lives to live with it and it
stimulates me. The same with sculpture.
I love sculpture. That’s why we have it in the garden. There’s
not many people who have.
I’m very fortunate that when we go to see something and we’re
deciding should we buy it, I’ll see another piece I like, and then
we end up buying 3 or 4 pieces.
I’ve not always had the money. Business has in the past been
good and bad. I had at one time 47 Lowrys. If I’d have kept
them can you imagine how much they’d have been worth?
But I needed the money, so I sold them. I made money on
them. There weren’t all masterpieces but there were some
very good ones.
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So your collection isn’t static? Things have come out and
gone in?
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Unfortunately there are times when you need the money.
I wasn’t born with a silver spoon in my mouth. My parents
for instance never had a motor car. Cherryl’s father was
different. He was a business man. I’ve had some very good
things and regretted selling them. I’ve sold things for a
profit the day after I’ve bought them because the dealers
rang before delivery as a client had walked in the gallery and
offered more for the piece – this was regular practice in my
experience in the 80s. The contemporary market now is all
about money. It’s a money making machine. Its an asset class,
like stocks and shares and gold. That’s why the art market is
booming. Better than cash.
The great advantage is the pieces we bought early on because
we loved them went up in value and that’s allowed to us to
trade them up and buy things we would have never been able to
afford in the first place. And with our lack of knowledge at the
beginning, the dealers were quite snobby, they wouldn’t show
us the best works.
But I had a knack of getting on with people. I persevered.
I met Martin Summers from the Lefrevre Gallery. He taught
me about wine as well.
We went to his gallery and had grouse with his famous gravy –
we love game. I never drank. He served some wine – and I said
I really like this. And it was Petrus!
Basically £1,000 a bottle. He introduced me to a wine merchant called John Armit. I’ve had a great relationship with
him for the last 20 or 30 years buying wine. Now I’ve got a
very large wine cellar. I don’t buy it any more because I’ve
got more than I could drink in a life time. The art dealers are
all in the south though, I wish there were more art dealers
in Manchester. The only one in Manchester in the 50s was

Andras Kalman who came from Hungary after the war, and
he was a tennis coach.
In the Jewish quarter of Manchester in Didsbury, Andras
Kalman was a tennis coach in the Jewish country club of which
my family were members. He opened a gallery in Manchester
and later went off to London. I never really asked him while he
was alive how he became an art dealer.
There’ve been four great influences on me. Cherryl’s father
was one. Lesley Wallington was two, Martin Summers was
three. And I would say Andras Kalman was four. I bought
many things from him in the early days. I bought Lowrys.
I bought a Burra from him later on. Out of all the people they
were the four main ones.
So that relationship with dealers like them
was important?
Yes and they were all very different – one was a Jewish
Hungarian, most of whose family died in the Holocaust,
one was Irish, and Cherryl’s father was an immigrant from
Poland who played the piano by ear, left school when he was
11 and worked in his father’s glass factory and became an art
dealer; and Martin Summers was an Old Etonian and I was a
market trader what a great mix!
I used to go with my father in the 50s when he was importing. We went to Florence. He imported hand carved frames
and marble from Carrara. We went four times a year.
And it was wonderful to see the Renaissance. That was
my background. Then I was a teenager and lost interest.
And then after we got married when I was 21 it was then a
natural progression. The things we saw and we wanted to
collect together.
I’ve got eclectic taste – I’ll buy anything I like or find interesting.
Sometimes weird things. Sometimes you have to have a punt.
But we both like humour and humourous things. In the 70s art
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was thought of as elitist. Now with contemporary 40 years on
dealers are selling to anyone who wants to invest in art as a class
asset. Now noone cares who you are or what you are.
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Anthony d’Offay was the cleverest dealer. He was fantastic. A lot of the pieces I’ve got started with him. The
William Robertses. D’Offay was there with the greatest.
He was the first to show Jeff Koons in England. I had no
money in those days and he offered me Koons’s Silver
Rabbit. Well one got sold later for many millions of dollars. He offered it to me for £8,000, but I couldn’t afford
it in those days. He had the best eye in the world. He was
the best.
You’ve got modern British and contemporary in your
home, and they look happy together …
They work together well in a contemporary home. It’s life –
old, young.
You don’t need an old house to show old art. Very few people
put modern British in with contemporary art. Its important
to have a balance.
And what you like – it should reflect the warmth and love for it
that you have.
It’s our lives.
Its interesting when we go to different collectors’ homes.
However much you see its still so exciting to see things you’ve
never seen before and things you could never imagine. Years
ago in Chicago for the art fair we went to the Chicago Institute.
Their exhibits were unbelievable – things we’d never seen.
It was like a 10-day intensive course. Its so stimulating and
exciting when you see new stuff.
Tate Britain and Pallant House are the only places you can
see any volume of modern British art. All the new galleries
are built on contemporary art. Some of the new artists

are unbelievably clever and brilliant. But I do like both
contemporary and modern British.
Its moving forward all the time with contemporary. But for
modern British it’s searching it out and finding them. Its like
being reborn all the time. It makes you feel young because even
after 40 years we get excited together.
Looking is the best thing you can do to learn about art.
Yes – the more you see the more you can discern the best art.
It makes you feel good because you can diffarentiate the more
knowledge you have. I was the catalyst for Frank collecting art.
But then with his obsessive collecting – it’s like an addiction.
Cherryl, you must be a very visual person with your
involvement with fashion.
Fashion is an art. Look at Gautier or McQueen. I went to see
the exhibition in New York at the Met – a true artist. Frank
and I are both very visual. Frank left school at 15 and went to
work the markets so he didn’t have to work in the factory being
a raincoat machinist. You had a fear when you didn’t have
the knowledge of being scrutinised or ridiculed. But Frank
didn’t care he’s a natural, open person. That helped me. So yes,
we’re still very visual – love colour, travel a lot to India, Asia.
I collect 10th–12th century Balinese jewelery, ethnic jewelery
from all sorts of places, Cambodian or Naga jewelery. We
both love tribal sculpture although we know nothing about
them. I’m interested in ethnic art. I love travelling so I can see
how people live. Fashion also comes from tribal works. Tribal
necklaces work amazingly well with contemporary fashion.
I really wanted to buy Frank something for a birthday gift.
And I bought him a sculpture [no.30]. I bought a Turnbull for
him – its a head that looks like a heart. I bought it from Tim
Taylor when he worked for Leslie Wallington. Frank bought
me the other head [no.29] for my 60th birthday. It was the
best present. Then we went to Frieze last year and bought the
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third head [no.38]. I thought it sat wonderfully with the other
two. The Joe Tilson Vowels [no.37] I saw in a restaurant in
London. Frank bought that for my birthday. He bought the
Lowry with Father and Two Sons [no.21] as a celebration
when he sold his business.
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I bought it because I loved the picture. It reminded me of
when I first got a job at school when I went to work in an
office. I got £2.40 a week. They were all very Victorian with
wing collars. Like an accounts office, with bowler hats. The
painting reminded me of that. I wasn’t cut out to be an office
boy. Some people just buy Lowry and I can’t understand what
they see in it. What are they looking for? But I knew Lowry
– I was there in the 50s when I could appreciate what he was
painting about.
Then we bought the little Lowry, the Portrait of a Young Boy
[no.22]. The colours were so unusual for Lowry. We love the
colours. It was bought recently. It was from Revd Geoffrey
Bennet’s collection – we bought 18 line drawings from him in
the 70s. He was a great friend of Lowry’s. Lowry wrapped his
meat in the drawings and threw them out in the dustbin. And
Geoffrey Bennett rescued them and kept them. I sent them to
the greatest paper restorer in London who Andras Kalman put
me in touch with. And now they look like wonderful line drawings. I’ve sold them now unfortunately.
What about other artists?
Kossoff. He’s pretty new to me. I never used to understand it.
I like Kossoff and Auerbach – they are brilliant artists. They
only painted what was round the corner or about in the locality of where they lived. Freud wasn’t that much different.
He mainly painted portraits of people he liked. They all now
have world-wide recognition. Just before he died I talked to
Lucian Freud in the Wolseley. I asked him which British artists he rated. He replied Auerbach – and Lowry. You’d never
believe he’d say that. I was totally surprised. The London

Establishment always rejected Lowry. And with Lowry,
he painted what he wanted not what other people wanted.
So why should everything be a masterpiece? They’re very
successful internationally. But Lowry isn’t. I can’t imagine
it happening now. He was a great character. A proper artist.
Hockney is brilliant. My only regret is that I don’t have any.
For someone who wants to start collecting. Don’t be put off or
be intimidated. If its something you like you can’t go wrong.
Never worry about lack of knowledge but read up about the
artist. You’d never think that Frank from where he came from
would be where he is today. He’s loves opera, wine, he’s really
interested in all the arts. From whatever beginnings you come
from you shouldn’t be intimidated – go for it – buy what you
love on your gut instinct, never be afraid.
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